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Abstract

Both radiative and nonradiative processes which occur in the active region of GaInAs–GaInAsP–InP asymmetric multiple quantum-well

(AMQW) heterolasers with two quantum wells of different width (4 and 9 nm) are described. Several possible processes of non-radiative

Auger recombination which affect the temperature sensitivity of the lasing threshold are analyzed and the temperature dependencies of the

investigated processes are presented. For the above-mentioned AMQW heterostructure, it is shown that the influence of the Auger

recombination processes on the temperature behaviour of the lasing threshold can be restrained by operation at temperatures lower than

340 K and the cavity losses which do not exceed 60 cmK1.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, AMQW lasers are investigated intensively

because of their wide usage. For instance, they can serve as

broadband light sources and amplifiers for all optical network

systems [1] and are basic components of modern telecom-

munication systems operating at the wavelength 1.55 mm.

The laser diodes must be stable and have low values of the

threshold current. However, at the operation temperature

enhancement these devices suffer from nonradiative losses,

mainly because of Auger recombination (AR) processes

accelerating [2,3]. Moreover, including into consideration

the processes of non-radiative AR allows to take into account

the non-equilibrium processes which occur in the active

region of the QW lasers more completely and accurately.

Therefore, the development of long-wavelength lasers is

issue of the day because the problem of the weakening of
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such processes still exists. A plausible way for solving this

problem can be application of semiconductor lasers based on

asymmetric quantum-well (QW) heterostructures [4].

The calculations of AMQW lasers characteristics are a

complicated problem by itself and one of the main task of the

problem is to carry out such calculations and another one is to

include all possible processes in a theoretical model as well

as describe their physics concerning with the laser operation.

Thus, in this paper, we present a theoretical model which is

capable of describing both spontaneous radiative recombina-

tion and AR and, as a consequence, allows to propose some

operating regimes of the laser which provide the restriction of

AR predominance. The results of temperature dependencies

calculation of the AR rate, quantum yield of spontaneous

recombination and threshold current density as well as its

loss dependence in the GaInAs–GaInAsP–InP asymmetric

bi-QW heterolasers with different widths of the QWs (4 and

9 nm) are shown and discussed.
2. Approach for lasing threshold

The level of excitation at which the lasing occurs is

characterized with the threshold quantity of the spontaneous
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radiative recombination rate Rsp, thus in the general case the

threshold current in QW heterostructure lasers jth is

determined as

jth Z
ed

h0hsp

Rsp (1)

where d is the QW width, h 0 is the injection efficiency, hsp is

the quantum yield of spontaneous emission. The coefficient

h 0 describes the escape of injected current carriers to

emitters and depends on the laser structure design, doping,

and temperature. The quantity of hsp characterizes the

relative role of useless recombination processes in the active

region, such as transitions through different defects and non-

radiative AR. Increasing the temperature influences on the

threshold value of the current carrier concentration that has,

accordingly, an effect on h 0 and hsp and on Rsp as well. In

asymmetric QW heterostructures, the additional complex

behaviour appears due to electron–optical interaction of the

QWs in the conditions of non-uniform excitation of the

active region [4]. In this case, tunneling and carrier transport

through modified barriers between the QWs provide specific

changes in the threshold versus temperature [4]. Below,

conditions of uniform excitation of the varied width QWs

are only examined.

The violation of conservation of the electron wave vector

at optical transitions provides a second power dependence

of jthwT2 [5]. Involving highlying excited subbands at the

transitions increases power index of the dependence jth(T)

and therefore functionally jthwTn, where n lies in the range

of 1–3. The temperature decreasing of h 0 and hsp has

obviously a definite effect too. Additional behaviour of the

lasing threshold is introduced certainly by temperature

changes in the cavity losses.

Often, the temperature dependence of the threshold is

described by an exponential function with the characteristic

parameter T0. However, though it is a convenient empirical

parameter, its value is ordinary indefinite, depends on the

temperature operation interval, and widely varies for the

same laser diode type. According to the determining of T0

one has at a narrow temperature operation interval TzTop

approximately T0zTop/n.

To exclude the AR rate, we present the threshold in the

form

jth Z
e

h0
ðAnn

th CCn3
thÞ; (2)

where nth is the threshold sheet concentration of electrons.

The coefficient A is determined by the optical transition

probability and for direct dipole transitions (nZ1) it can be

approximately taken as the Einstein coefficient Acv, i.e.

in this case, AzAcvz1/tsp, where tsp is the threshold

lifetime of current carriers at spontaneous radiative

recombination [6]. In the limit case of no k-selection rule

(nZ2), the coefficient A is also related to Acv by a definite

relation [5].
The last term in Eq. (2) Cn3
th describes the AR rate R

since it is roughly proportional to n3
th [2]. As a rule, the AR

coefficient C is determined in the activation approach via a

formula CzC0 exp(KEact/kT) [2], where EactzEqdm, dm is

the effective mass relation that is different for each of the

AR processes, Eq is the energy of transitions between

corresponding subband levels.

It is well known that for an ideal QW laser nthwT [7–9]

and in order to insert factors which describe nonlinearity

(for our case it is AR) we expressed two threshold

components from (2) with their temperature approximations

that let us obtained the formula for characteristic tempera-

ture as

T0 z
Top

n C ð1 KhspÞð3 Kn CEact=kTopÞ
: (3)

As seen, if the role of the AR becomes essential (hsp/1),

the relation between the activation energy Eact and the

thermal energy kTop determines the value of the lasing

threshold characteristic parameter T0. It is expected that in

the investigated lasers AR will intensify the lasing threshold

and at the same time reduce characteristic temperature

values.

In the work, the temperature dependence of the lasing

threshold in the GaInAs–GaInAsP–InP bi-QW heterolasers

with different widths of the QWs (4 and 9 nm) has been

determined. Including into consideration the processes of

non-radiative AR allows to take into account the non-

equilibrium processes which occur in the active region of

the QW lasers more completely and accurately.
3. Investigated structure

Numerical calculations have been performed for asym-

metric bi-QW heterostructure lasers in the GaInAs–

GaInAsP–InP system. The active region includes two

QWs of widths d1Z4 nm and d2Z9 nm and a barrier of

the width dbZ15 nm.

Energy levels in the QWs have been preliminarily

determined in the effective mass approximation using

standard parameters [10] for semiconductor components

(Table 1). In the QW of the 4-nm width, only one subband of

electrons and light holes and two subbands of heavy holes

are realized, in the QW of the 9-nm width the number of

possible electron and light hole subbands is one more and

the number of heavy hole subbands becomes up to four. The

laser diodes operate at the wavelength near 1.55 mm and

provide a widen tunable gain spectrum [11].

More detailed energy band structure in the QWs was

calculated according to the four-band k$p method [12]. The

k$p calculation results are in good agreement with the

evaluations of the subband energies in the effective mass

approximation and were used for determining the gain and

spontaneous radiative recombination spectra of the lasers.



Table 1

Parameters for the calculations in the effective mass approximation, TZ
300 K

Energy gap Eg, eV Band offset, eV

QWs Barrier DEc DEv

0.718 1.060 0.137 0.205

Effective mass in units me

Electrons Heavy holes Light holes

mc mvh mvht mvl mvlt

0.043 0.307 0.051 0.040 0.116

Table 2

The matrix element for different AR processes in the QWs at TZ300 K

d, nm AR process cm2, cmK2

4 CCCH 1.3!10K13

CHHS 6.3!10K40

CHHL 5.0!10K65

CLLS 5.5!10K14

9 CCCH 2.0!10K14

CHHS 2.4!10K36

CHHL 3.0!10K59

CLLS 6.2!10K14
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Both gain spectrum and spontaneous radiative recombi-

nation spectrum have been calculated in a similar way

through Lorentzian spectral broadening of the line emission

[11]. At the calculation of the gain, the squared matrix

element of dipole transitions is determined for a definite TE-

or TM-polarization while for the spontaneous recombina-

tion the matrix element of the transitions is taken as for the

isotropic radiation.

The value of the optical confinement factor was

evaluated in the equivalent three-layer waveguide model.

Using the parameters of the QW heterostructure (Table 1),

we have for the TE-mode optical confinement factors G1Z
3.5!10K3 and G2Z7.9!10K3 [11]. Though the optical

localization of the electromagnetic wave is better in the

9-nm width QW, the value of the gain coefficient is more

higher in the 4-nm width QW.
Fig. 1. Dependence of the total AR rate RZCn3
th on the temperature T at

different nth (values in 1013 cmK2 at the curves), dZ4 nm.
4. Auger recombination rate: analytic expression

and behaviour

Calculations of the AR rate in the laser active region have

been made according to the conventional method [2]. The

next interactions were considered, i.e. (CCCH) three

electrons and one heavy hole, (CHHL) one electron, two

heavy holes and one light hole, (CHHS) one electron, two

heavy holes and one split-off-band hole, and (CLLS) one

electron, two light holes and one split-off-band hole. First

three processes are ordinary ones which take into account at

the analysis. It was found that CLLS process also contributes

to AR increasing as our calculation revealed. The cause for it

is relatively little value of the split-off separation energy

0.361 eV in comparison with energy gap for the investigated

structure (Table 1) which makes transitions from light-hole

subband to split-off band energy-preferable.

In the analytic representation, the coefficient C0 for

considered AR processes can be written accordingly [2] in

the form [9]

C0 Z
4 e4jVTj

2
a

ZkT32
; (4)

where 3 is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor

crystal, VT is the matrix element of the carrier interactions at
the threshold energy for the definite AR process, a is

the process characteristic factor. At the calculations, we

assume that above expressions in the Boltzmann approxi-

mation [2] can be also used for evaluations of the

activation parameters for different AR processes at

the degenerate conditions in electron and hole subbands in

the QWs (Table 2) [13].

Initially, evaluations of the AR rate R are carried out for

each QW separately (Figs. 1 and 2) and then the obtained

results are included in the determining of the lasing

threshold versus the temperature.

Values of the current carrier concentration nth were

varied from 1!1013 to 3!1013 cmK2 in the temperature

range from 250 to 350 K, assuming the conditions of the

electroneutrality in the laser active region.

For the asymmetric QW heterostructure under consider-

ation, the temperature dependence of the AR rate occurs to be

activation-like. The effective energy of activation Eact

changes slightly with increasing the temperature and is

affected by variations of Eq. In parallel of the decreasing of

the energy Eq at the temperature growth, the value of Eact in

general decreases. The main contribution to the total AR rate

is introduced by the CCCH and CLLS processes. Such a

behaviour is associated with the lower specific Eact that is

caused with smaller values of dm as compared to



Fig. 2. Dependence of the total AR rate RZCn3
th on the temperature T at

different nth (values in 1013 cmK2 at the curves), dZ9 nm.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the threshold current density jth(T) at

different losses kl (values at the curves in cmK1). The lower dot-and-dash

curve corresponds to klZ40 cmK1 and the absence of AR processes in the

laser active region.
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other examined AR processes. For the QWs with widths of

4–9 nm and for considered intervals of non-equilibrium

carrier concentrations n and temperatures T the effective

energy of activation Eact lies in the range of 0.38–0.42 eV.
Fig. 4. Temperature change of the quantum yield of spontaneous

recombination hsp(T) at different losses (1) klZ40, (2) 60, and (3)

80 cmK1 and attributed with the involved AR processes in the laser active

region.
5. Temperature dependencies analyzing

The dependence jth(T) is also markedly determined by

the losses [11]. The dependence of lasing threshold via

losses is determined with the coupling of the gain coefficient

in the active area and Rsp. Namely, the condition for the

stable generation Gk(n)Zkl, where k(n) is the gain

coefficient [11], and Rsp value which indicates the lasing

beginning show such coupling. The coefficient of the

linearity depends on the width d and losses kl. The threshold

rate of the spontaneous radiative recombination in the

quantum wells increases linearly with increasing the

temperature as well [11]. Accordingly, the lasing threshold

current density jth follows a similar law.

At the operation temperature TZ300 K and low losses

klZ40 cmK1, the lasing threshold is about of 1.8 kA/cm2.

At the larger losses and higher operation temperatures the

lasing threshold grows up to 11 kA/cm2. Therewith, the

threshold concentration of non-equilibrium current carriers

in the QWs markedly increases. As a result, contribution of

the AR rate in the lasing threshold has to enhance

additionally the temperature dependence jth(T) (Fig. 3)

while the threshold current density resulting from only

spontaneous radiative recombination increases linearly with

increasing the temperature.

With increasing the operation temperature and losses in

the cavity the quantum yield of spontaneous emission hsp

markedly drops (Fig. 4), where TopZ360 K and klZ
80 cmK1, the value of hsp occurs to be of the order of 0.2.
In this case, taking into account the index nZ1 and effective

activation energy Eactz0.37 eV one can evaluate according

to relation (3) the value T0z30 K, i.e. the harmful

decreasing of the characteristic temperature parameter of

the threshold is revealed. It is clearly indicated in Fig. 3.

Comparison of the contribution of spontaneous radiative

recombination and non-radiative AR processes in the lasing

threshold indicates that the quantum yield of spontaneous

emission hsp maintains sufficiently high at the threshold

until the operation temperature top does not exceed 340 K

and the cavity loss kl is lower than 60 cmK1. In this case, we

obtain that hspR0.7. The suppressed role of the AR in the

threshold results from the conditions that the basic

contribution to the spontaneous radiative recombination

provides by the wider QW but the gain is determined in

general by the narrower QW.

Consequently, the restraining of AR in the investigated

lasers can be realized by the presence of a high-quality

cavity and operating at room temperatures.
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6. Conclusions

We have presented a set of characteristics indicating

the temperature behaviour of the lasing threshold for

GaInAs–GaInAsP–InP AMQW heterolasers through the

processes which affect such behaviour. For this, AR

processes were firstly taken into consideration in

calculations of AMQW lasers. Thus, AR rate changing

in response to growth both an operating temperature and

threshold carrier concentration has been shown and

analysed. As it turned out, the most important contri-

bution of the AR rate to the threshold of the emitted at

the wavelength near 1.55 mm is attributed with the

CCCH and CLLS processes. Nevertheless, in the frame-

works of carried out investigation, it has been shown that

for the described asymmetric QW heterostructure lasers

the restriction of AR processes on the temperature

behaviour of the lasing threshold is not essential until

the temperature of the active region is lower than 340 K

and the cavity losses do not exceed 60 cmK1.
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